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Task — Detection

Synthetic Source Domain: labeled data

Target Domain: unlabeled data

Training

Adaptation
Framework

• Fusion of SSD and Fast R-CNN with pseudo labels
  • SSD detection module
  • Fast R-CNN detection module
  • Pseudo label assignment
  • Fusion strategy
SSD detection module

• One-stage detector.
• Backbone: A modified ResNeXt-101-64×4d network (ImageNet pre-trained) with DCN [1] and FPN [2].

Fast R-CNN detection module

- Two-stage detector (bounding box proposal stage + classification stage)
- Backbone: ResNet101 (ImageNet pre-trained)

**Bounding box proposal**
- Employ selective search and randomly select 1,000 bounding boxes for each image.

**Classification**
- Classification loss on labeled source data
- Classification loss with the supervision of pseudo labels for target samples
- Adversarial loss to learn domain-invariant representations via a domain discriminator
Pseudo Label Assignment

- Assign pseudo labels with SSD detection module in a **three-stage strategy**

  - For each target sample, select all the bounding boxes whose confidence scores are larger than 0.95 and perform clustering over them with K-means.
  - **Bounding boxes (BB)** within each cluster -> one **candidate bounding box (CBB)** with pseudo label

  - For each category, select CBB with top-2000 highest confidence scores and perform clustering over them with K-means
  - Set the center of cluster with highest confidence score as the **prototype** of this category
  - Assign pseudo labels to clusters with both top 50% highest confidence scores and top 50% minimum distances to the prototype

  - For the clusters of each category filtered out in previous stage, if the distances between their centers and the prototypes are close enough, we assign the CBB in each cluster with the label of its nearest prototype
Fusion strategy

• Late fusion scheme (SSD + Fast R-CNN)
  • Linearly fuse the predicted score distributions of each bounding box from SSD and Fast R-CNN
  • Perform soft NMS to produce the final detection results
Results

- Involving more iterations with pseudo labels tends to achieve better performance.
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